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the inner cap and not permitted to spread 50
To all whom it may concern;
around the outside of the nozzle or bar
Be it known that I, GEORGE S. PARKER, a back
rel
as
it frequently does with ordinary foun
citizen of the United States, residing at tain pens.
inner cap can be readily un
Janesville, in the county of Rock and State screwed andTheremoved
when desired, to be
of Wisconsin, haye invented a certain new wiped out or to permit
ink to dry. 55
and useful Improvement in Safety-Caps for When the outer sleeve is intheplace
upon the
Fountain-Pens, of which the following is a barrel, the inner cap can always becaused
full, clear, concise, and exact description. to form a tight joint with the mouth of the
This invention relates to a cap for foun nozzle by screwing it inward until its end
0 tain pens, and its object is to provide a sim comes into close engagement with the end
ple and effective device for confining the
the nozzle. The end of the nozzle is 60
ink which may collect around the pen at the of
faced off flat to provide a plane engaging
mouth of the nozzle, so that it cannot spread surface
or abutment against which the end
over the outer surface of the nozzle or barrel
of
the
inner
cap which is also faced off flat .
while the pen is being carried about.
may
circumferentially
engage to form a u o
The cap therefore comprises, in addition to tight jointentirely around
pen.
the tubular sleeve which fits over the barrel It is not essential that thetheouter
sleeve be
or nozzle, an inner cap which directly in screwed upon the barre, as the invention
closes the pen and which forms a substan can be applied to any gap which will fit rea
20 tially tight joint with the end of the nozzle, sonably tight upon the barrel.
m
said inner cap being screwed into the outer What is claimed is:
tubular sleeve so as to be adjusted tightly The combination with a fountain pen
and accurately against the mouth of the noz barrel having a nozzle provided with a flat
zle after the outer sleeve or main cap has faced abutment and a pen fixed within said
25 been put in place upon the barrel.
and extending beyond the abutment. 75
The invention will be described more par nozzle
of
a
cap
a sleeve internally
ticularly by reference to the accompanying threaded atcomprising
both
ends
thereof
adapted to fit
drawing, in which
over
said
nozzle
and
engage
a
threaded
Figure 1 is a longitudinal view of my im tion of said barrel, an inner cap carriedpor
by
proved
cap, fitted upon a fountain pen: Fig. said sleeve, said inner cap being threaded
30
. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the in the threads upon the outer end of said
outer sleeve; and Fig. 3 shows the inner cap. sleeve, but spaced from the body portion
The same reference characters indicate the thereof, said inner cap being adapted to in
same parts wherever they are shown.
close said pen and to contact circumferen
In the form shown in Fig. 1, the outer tially
35
with said flat-faced abutment with a 85
sleeve 5 is internally threaded to fit the ex tight frictional
when said sleeve is
ternal threads 7 upon the barrel 8. Said engaged with thecontact
threaded
portion of said
sleeve is also internally threaded at the op barrel, and a knurled portion
upon said
posite or outer end to receive the adjustable inner cap extending beyond said
sleeve
40 inner cap 9, which has an enlarged knurled whereby the position of said inner cap
head 10 by which it may be readily grasped within said sleeve may be adjusted.
90
and screwed in or out of the sleeve 5 as re
In
witness
whereof,
I
hereunto
subscribe
quired. The open end of the inner cap is my name this 26th day of July A. D., 1909.
adapted to form a tight joint at 11 with the
GEO. S. PARKER.
45 mouth of the nozzle containing the pen. 12.
Witnesses:
W
nk collecting around the pen point or leak
HELEN
MoRRISSEY,
ing from the nozzle while the fountain pen
GERTRUDE KolLE.
is not in use is therefore collected within

